
PARAMOTORS 
& TRIKES



¿Who we are?
• KRAFT S.A. is a factory located in the city of Gualeguaychú,

Entre Ríos, Argentina.

• We are a company with more tan 10 years of experience, in
continuous progress and development, open to the demands
of our costumers.



* We currently have the most modern machinery and
tecnology. Laser and CNC technology.

* Waterjet system, laser welders and other advanced tools allow
us to achieve high quality standars in our products.



• The company is constantly growing and innovating, in quality and design,

• With high quality standars in its products and excellent after-sales service,
KRAFT S.A. has positioned in the last 10 years as a leader in the
argentinian market with a presence throughout the continent and
currently ranked among the top worldwide.

Victor “BICHO” Carrera (left) RED BULL pilot and 
official KRAFT pilot, world paramtor champion, 
with Abelardo Wilhelm (right), founder and 
director of KRAFT S.A.



OUR EQUIPMENT
PARAMOTORS
• LIBRA
• SCORPIO

TRIKES
• C1 SPORT
• DIAMOND
• KRAFTER (TRIKE)



Paramotor “LIBRA”

Titanium & Carbon fiber   //   Stainless steel & Carbon fiber





REMOVABLE 
EQUIPMENT

• For a comfortable and compact transport,
the paramotors can be assembled and
disassembled without using any tools.

• This allows the paramotor to easily fit in
the back of any vehicle and move the
equipment to where you want to fly, to
assemble it quickly and easily once there.





Paramotor “SCORPIO”
Aluminium frame



• Its design allows it to 
be adapted to any of 
the engines we sell.

• Is a fully removable 
frame, without welded 
joints, which makes it 

practical and easy 
when it comes to 

replacing its parts and 
transporting.

• Its machined finishes 
and its variety of 

colors give it a striking 
appearance that it 

pleases the eye. 



TRIKE “KRAFTER”
Is a “tricycle” type base adaptable to any of our frames, converting a

paramotor into a “minitrike”



PARATRIKE “C1 SPORT”
The C1 Sport paratrike is a single seater very comfortable in flight.



It has a very high flight comfort due to a series of factors: 

* Super padded and floating harness
* Extra low center of gravity 
* Zicral axles for good cushioning
* Built in stainless steel (like all our trikes)



PARATRIKE “DIAMOND”
The DIAMOND paratrike is the ideal trike for tandem flights



Laser engraved logo

HOOP PAINTED

LOGO

We can customize your trike by placing a logo 
and painting it using the kiln painting process.

Gold & black



EASILY REMOVABLE HOOP



ENGINES

(Abelardo Wilhelm, with the owners and directors of VITTORAZI MOTORS, at the Icare Cup, September 2022 
in Saint Elair, France)
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